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The following items from Dr Richard
Boylan summarise recent disclosures by a
former US National Security Agency
consultant whom he refers to as "Z" (see
TZ 8/01).  We have received independent
confirmation that "Z" has held a high-
level national security position.  As a
result, we feel readers should be aware of
these disclosures so they may decide for
themselves whether they ring true or
whether they are part of a government
disinformation campaign. — Editor

He emerged from his vehicle in the
parking lot of a fancy hotel near the
shoreline, attired in dress-casual

clothes with sunglasses, thrust out his hand
and said, "Hi, I'm [Z]" (name withheld in
this dispatch).  With that, I met face-to-face
with one of the highest-level informants in
the US national security network.  What
follows are extracts from our three-hour-
long conversation.  

Z was deeply concerned about current
events in the Middle East.  He said that the
national security community considers that
this is the place where war could soon
break out, which would engulf not only the
Middle East but draw in Syria, Iraq, Jordan

and possibly Egypt, Turkey and Iran, and
also draw in larger powerful states such as
Russia and India.  Then, with India's atten-
tion diverted, China could march into areas
of India it considers within its sphere of
influence.  The Western powers would
have to respond, and global war would
become a reality.  

THE TERRORIST THREAT & FEMA
Z said that the intelligence community

expects a major terrorist strike within the
United States this [northern] winter—most
likely a biological warfare agent dispersed
across a city of note, or
even a nuclear weapon det-
onated.  He noted grimly
that 18 Soviet nuclear war-
heads have gone missing
and are most likely in ter-
rorist hands now.  He con-
sidered anthrax the most
likely biowarfare agent to
be used, but added that
there are other killer
microbes also available to
terrorists.  He said terrorist
groups are within the US
now.  

Z stated that the US is
quietly on ThreatCon Delta,
the equivalent of the
Pentagon's wartime DefCon
4 (active war) alert status.

ThreatCon Delta, the highest level of civil-
ian threat alert condition, has been enacted
because biological or nuclear incidents are
considered likely to occur at any time now.
Because of ThreatCon Delta, classified sec-
tions of the National Security Act (amend-
ed) and secret presidential national security
directives have been activated.  "Did you
know," Z asked me, "that the President is
not in charge now?  FEMA [the Federal
Emergency Management Agency] is!"  I
said that this is unconstitutional, and Z
replied that the classified laws and national
security directives make it legal.  
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We discussed the various huge, under-
ground, city-like installations which are all
stocked, staffed and prepared to take in a
certain portion of the population in the
event of a disaster or terrorist strike hap-
pening.  Such installations include one
under the Kansas City stadium with a
capacity to take care of one million select-
ed persons.  Many such installations exist
and are ready to go.  

There is also a "shadow government", Z
told me, with substitute President, Vice-
President, Cabinet officers, heads of Senate
and Congress, Supreme Court Justices and
other top governmental officials ready to
function if disaster strikes "topside".  Thus
he confirmed earlier leaked reports about a
secret Continuity of Government plan.  He
also confirmed that the "REX exercise"
authorised by President Reagan was a dry-
run dress rehearsal of the taking over of
command of the government, legislature
and courts by the unelected shadow gov-
ernment—to be implemented, if necessary,
by federalised FEMA troops.  

THE US ANTIGRAVITY FLEET
Z then got down to the more exotic areas

of mutual interest.  He confirmed the previ-
ously anecdotal story about President
Nixon's having taken then-famous televi-
sion star Jackie Gleason to Homestead Air
Force Base, Florida, to show him the
corpses of Zeta Reticulan (Grey) crewmen
retrieved from a UFO crash.  Z said that he,
too, had viewed those bodies.  

Z also confirmed what defence industry
black projects insider Edgar Rothschild

Fouche wrote about in his recent book,
Alien Rapture:  the existence of the TR3-B,
a large triangular antigravity craft within
the US antigravity fleet.  This fleet also
includes:  the B-2 Stealth bomber, made by
Northrop; the Lockheed X-22A two-man
antigravity disc; the large spacefaring
N a u t i l u s, manufactured by Boeing and
EU's Airbus Industries; Northrop's discoid
craft; and the XH-75D or XH S h a r k a n t i-
gravity helicopter, made by Teledyne Ryan
Aeronautical Corporation of San Diego.  

Here is what Z had to say about the TR3-
B triangular antigravity craft:  

"TR3-B.  This is the code-name for what
everyone on Earth has seen.  It is a very
large triangular-shaped re-entry vehicle
with antigravity.  It is what the November
[2000] issue of Popular Mechanics identi-
fied as the Lenticular Reentry Vehicle—a
nuclear-powered flying saucer, the first
version of which went operational in 1962
[the version which Popular Mechanics
illustrated]. 

"It was used in [the] Gulf War's early
hours with electromagnetic-pulse/laser can-
non.  It literally sat mid-air, firing long-,
medium- and short-range to take out anten-
nas, towers, communications, air traffic
control towers, TV dishes and centres, etc.
For three hours, these three triangles [TR3-
Bs] just sat there blowing up everything in
sight.  Then the Stealth fighters had fun for
the rest of the day into the early evening
next night.  Then [followed] carpet bomb-
ings from high altitude B-52 S t r a t o -
Fortresses.  They dumped all the old, aged,
Vietnam-era crap [munitions]; a third blew

up and the rest [were] duds.  
"Anyways, the TR3B has been in testing

since the '60s.  B u t, it has only been per-
fected for the last eight years [since 1992].
It is a good remake of what Truman first
saw [the Roswell semicircular craft].  It is
compartmentalised, built by the Skunk
Works [Lockheed–Martin's classified plant
at Palmdale, CA] and Boeing.  It is housed
in Utah.  Remember Utah?" 

Z was reminding me of his earlier revela-
tion that the US Space Command has locat-
ed its primary headquarters and antigravity
space-launch fleet facility beneath the
tallest mountain in the Wasatch Range, east
of Salt Lake City, Utah.  

"This is the end of that story.  This is
what people have seen, which I could safe-
ly estimate more than 90 per cent of the
times.  The other 10 per cent is what you
seek—the real [extraterrestrial UFOs]!" 

I politely disagreed with Z's estimate,
since I doubted that the US antigravity fleet
was numerous enough to account for the
hundreds of daily sightings.  But I thanked
him for all his information and for so gra-
ciously driving a distance to rendezvous
with me.  

I certainly hope that the destructive inci-
dents that the current ThreatCon Delta alert
is set for do not happen.  But I also believe
that the American public has a right to
know what I have learned.  Thus you have
this report.

— Richard J. Boylan, PhD
26 November 2000

"DOOMSDAY" ASTEROID IN 2030?

Many will recall the uproar
in the newspapers and on

television several months ago
when NASA reported that
astronomers had spotted a huge
asteroid out in deep space on a
trajectory to strike the Earth in
2030.  This story generated
much press attention and inter-
views.  Then suddenly, NASA
did a follow-up news release,
this one saying that astronomers
had made an error and that,
according to  rechecked calcula-
tions, the asteroid would miss
Earth by thousands of miles.
Great sighs of editorial relief
took place all over the world.
But Z says there is more.

Actually, the first news
release was the accurate one!
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NASA released it to allow the authorities
to gauge what public reaction would be to
the doomsday announcement.  Actually,
the world took the news without extraordi-
nary, immediate panic and hysteria.  But
NASA then retracted the story to avoid the
long-term corrosive effect of such news on
society, so that life could go on as normal
and people would not begin to question
why they were going to their boring jobs
and paying the mortgage when massive
destruction was coming anyway.  And so
the stockmarket would not crash, nor other
institutions lose allegiance from the public.  

Z added some details on the
"Doomsday" asteroid.  It is indeed huge—
larger than five miles by 10 miles (8 x 16
km), the size of a small county.  NASA has
also calculated the impact zone:  the North
Atlantic, somewhere between Europe and
the United States and Canada.  It will have
devastating impact.  

As it comes through the atmosphere, it
will create the loudest sound humans have
ever heard in history—a noise which will
be heard around the world.  The pressure
waves caused by its impact will fracture
the immediate tectonic plate it strikes and
create great earthquakes everywhere.  

Its impact will create tremendous tidal
waves which will tower well above one
mile (1.6 km) high.  Scientists have calcu-
lated, for example, that everything on the
US eastern seaboard below 5,000 feet
(1,524 m) facing the wave will be inun-
dated.  Similarly, monstrous waves will be
generated eastward towards Europe's
Atlantic coast and elsewhere.  

Z revealed that emergency plans have
already been drafted.  One such plan calls
for important designated persons to be
placed aboard the largest airliners and go
airborne to ride out the earthquakes and
tidal waves from a safe altitude.

Z said that government and military
planners currently are desperately figuring
out strategies to prevent the disaster; for
example, whether to try to deflect the aster-
oid by explosions from rockets with
nuclear warheads sent out into space to
meet the asteroid.  

But even such a plan has downside risks.
What if the nukes do not nudge the asteroid
out of its current course but, instead, frag-
ment it—so that instead of one big object,
several enormous pieces are created which
still continue on course and strike Earth
with a wider shotgun pattern of destruc-
tion?  

The planners and scientists continue to
wrestle with choices and decisions, fever-
ishly working despite the huge rock's being
a little over 29 years away.

RETURN OF THE TENTH PLANET
There is a second large incoming object

expected, but it is of quite a different kind,
Z stated, and it is due much sooner—
around 2011–2012.  Naval observers have
already spotted it, coming from a direction
visible from the southern hemisphere.  

Z confirmed that this is the 10th planet
of our solar system, which takes an
extremely elliptical orbit.  He said it is the
one which orientalist scholar Zecharia
Sitchin wrote about in his books decoding
the Sumerian tablets.  These tablets also
spoke of a 10th planet with a 3,600-year
orbit cycle.  That planet, which they called
Nibiru, is inhabited by the extraterrestrials
who told the Sumerians that they bioengi-
neered humans using Earth primate stock
and extraterrestrial genes.

I commented to Z that perhaps, then, we
will meet our makers in 2012 before we
later meet our Maker in 2030 (if a solution
to the asteroid threat is not worked out
beforehand)!  I thanked Z for sharing the
news, although it is weighty indeed.  

After he'd finished, I understood better
the momentous concerns that some who
are high in government wrestle with, and
why some of them feel that the people are
better off not knowing.  Nevertheless, I
believe that information is our public right.
And knowledge is power.  

— Richard J. Boylan, PhD
29 November 2000

UFO DISCLOSURE DATE REVISED

Ihave been in recent dialogue with this
ex-NSA consultant, and he has been reli-

able in the past.  He stated that the official
plan now is for the announcement of
extraterrestrial contact to be made in 2006.  

The announcement would first be made
by a world-renowned religious figure.
Shortly thereafter, it would be confirmed
by the then-sitting United States President. 

I reminded my informant that the time-
line has therefore been pushed back from
2002 (Dr Michael Wolf revealed that 2002
had been the earlier official government
timetable).  Who's to say that it won't be
pushed back again, and again?  I'm afraid
that our friends "upstairs" are going to
have to take this matter by the horns.

— Richard J. Boylan, PhD
1 January 2001

About the Author:  
Richard Boylan, PhD, LLC, is a behav-
ioural scientist, certified clinical hyp-
notherapist and researcher into extrater-
restrial/human encounters.  He can be
contacted at:   PO Box 22310,
Sacramento, CA 95822, USA, telephone
(916) 422 7479 (PDT), e-mail drboy-
lan@ jps.net, website www.jps.net/
drboylan/.

You are invited to join the UFOTruth
Internet reports  and ET/UFO/
Experiencers communications list, mod-
erated by Dr Boylan (subscribe at
http://UFOTruth.listbot.com/); or join
the DrRichBoylanReports list (his reports
only!) at http://DrRichBoylanReports.
listbot.com/.
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